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between func-

displays what apps are open,

weighs 1.6 pounds.

tions. There

and this functions like a large

www.hp.com

are two built-

slider in the middle of the

LED has a typical 20,000-

XGA capacitive, multi-touch

Canon DR-2020U
Scanner

hour life. Search 3M MP180 on

screen with a vibrant 18-bit

The Canon DR-2020U scanner

YouTube for video demos.

color, 1,024 ✕ 768 resolution

has a flatbed for single-page

www.3MPocketProjector.com

display. The size of the onscreen

documents and an automatic

keyboard can be adjusted, or

feeder that can handle up to 50

in speakers, and the
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screen. The display is a 9.7-inch

3M Pocket
Projector

HP TouchPad

you can get an optional wireless

pages for larger jobs. It also

The HP TouchPad tablet features

external keyboard from HP.

comes with a program called

At 2.5" ✕ 5.9" ✕ 1.3" and

a different operating system

There’s a front-facing 1.3-

BizCard that lets you scan up to

weighing about 12 ounces, the

from Apple’s iOS and Google’s

megapixel webcam for live

15 business cards in a batch

MP180 fits comfortably in your

Android. The Web OS for the

video calling, and the sensors

and creates a searchable digital

hand. From files stored on its

TouchPad was developed from a

include a light sensor,

database for a mail contact

4GB internal memory or a

Palm system, and it supports full

accelerometer, compass (magne-

folder. The control panel has

microSD card, it can project still

Web, Flash, VPN networking,

tometer), and gyroscope. The

three single-function buttons

or moving images or a wide

wireless printing, video calling,

TouchPad supports Wi-Fi 802.11

designed to simplify more com-

variety of file formats, including

and a desktop where you can

b/g/n and Bluetooth 2.1. It’s

mon scanning tasks: scan to

Doc, PowerPoint, Excel, PDF, and

view multiple apps that are

about 7.5" ✕ 9.5" ✕ 0.5" and

print, scan to file, or scan to

plain text. Or it can connect

open as well as alerts

e-mail. Image controls can

directly to a PC, DVD, or MP3

(e-mail, messaging, etc.)

correct and improve origi-

player, a digital camera, or a

that appear at the top of

nals. These include Punch

smartphone. The 32-lumens LED

the screen. It also does an

Hole Removal, Auto Size

projects bright images with

interesting touch-sharing

Detection, Deskew

screen sizes up to 80 inches. The

with your Palm Pre phone.

(straightening), and

lithium-ion rechargeable batter-

The system is compatible

Advanced Text Enhance-

ies run two hours on a charge,

with Microsoft Office appli-

ment for sharpening text.

and a flexible tripod lets you

cations through QuickOf-

Color documents and pho-

easily adjust the projector on

fice, which is bundled with

tos can be improved with

any surface. Input your presen-

the tablet. Cloud storage

Canon’s 600dpi imaging

tations or films via the USB con-

through Google Docs, Drop-

sensor technology and

nection, Wi-Fi, or Bluetooth. You

box, and Box.net allows

3-Dimensional Colour Cor-

can even access the Web via the

storage and sharing.

rection processing. Included

Wi-Fi. The touch screen on top

Instead of multiple tabs,

with the DR-2020U is a

has icons for easy navigation

there is a card system that

comprehensive and versa-
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The Paperless
Library
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
Paper records are heavy, and they aren’t upgradable. If
you don’t have a space to keep them apart, security of
those records also becomes a problem. And if you want
to share them, you can put them in an envelope, but your
recipient will have to wait a few days before she can risk a
tile software pack with tools for

now available. The P100 has a

few paper cuts tearing open the manila envelope you

effective document capture,

“pistol-grip” design, and the

have stuffed and plastered with four bucks’ worth of

editing, filing, and management.

B10 has a more compact

stamps. All good reasons to create a paperless office.

PaperPort software is included

“candy-bar” design. Both fea-

to enable sending image files

ture 16✕ digital zoom with

libraries. A book that has heft is more serious than small-

directly into Microsoft Share-

video resolution up to full HD

er ones, and if you want to upgrade the book, you do it

Point or other applications,

1,920 ✕ 1,080. The P100 has

whole volumes at a time—they’re called editions, and

along with Nuance OmniPage

8✕ advanced optical zoom at

scholars are fond of noting differences between versions

and Adobe Acrobat Standard

full HD mode along with the

they reference. Publishers love books that live through

edition. The DR-2020U is

16✕ digital zoom. You can also

multiple editions. And as to security, books aren’t sup-

ENERGY STAR compliant and

take still photos with resolutions

posed to be hidden away. Walk through the door of the

can also be automatically

up to 16 megapixels with either

first publicly supported municipal library in the country,

switched on or off inline from

camera. The LCD monitor on the

the Boston Public Library, and you’ll see a proud sign

the PC to which it is attached.

P100 is larger at three inches

above the entrance that reads: Free to All.

www.canon-me.com

than the more compact B10 at

But none of these is a good reason for paperless

The public library seems to be the complete antithesis

two inches. Both have face

of the paperless office. So what’s Google doing lugging its

Toshiba Camileo
Camcorders

tracking and motion detection

scanning rigs around the country and the world with its

and can upload directly to social

Digitization Project? Who needs a paperless library?

Two new Toshiba Camileo Cam-

networks. http://us.toshiba.com/

corders, the P100 and B10, are

video-electronics/camcorders

The partners for this project are serious academic
institutions and legendary centers of culture and learning. Here in the U.S., participants in the Digitization
Project include Columbia University, Harvard, Cornell,
Princeton, Stanford, and the Universities of Michigan,
Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin. The universities abroad
that have opened their doors include Oxford, Ghent,
Keio, Lausanne, and Madrid. Public libraries participating include the New York Public Library, the National
Library of Catalonia, Bibliothèque Municipale de Lyon,
and the Austrian National and Bavarian State Libraries.
All of these institutions offer variations on the same
theme when you ask why they are participating. Rolf
continued on next page
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Griebel, director general of the Bavarian State Library, said,
“We are opening our library to the world and bringing the
true purpose of libraries—the discovery of books and
knowledge—a decisive step further into the digital era.”
Daniel Greenstein of the University of California added that

books by the end of the decade. The estimated total would

the project would provide a hedge against loss. He wrote,

account for more than four billion digital pages and two

“With digital copies of our library holdings, we will also

trillion words.

provide a safeguard for the countless thousands of authors,

And how far along is the project in completing the task of

publishers, and readers who would be devastated by cata-

building the planet’s library? Using devices like the Elphel

strophic loss occasioned, for example, by natural disaster.

323 Camera, which can scan 1,000 pages per hour, the com-

Anyone who doubts the impact that such disasters can have

pany has put a significant dent in the workload. On October

on our cultural memory need look no further than the dev-

14, 2010, Google announced that the number of scanned

astation wrought by Hurricane Katrina on our sister

books was 15 million. Most of these were out of print and

libraries in the Gulf States.” He could have added human

are now conserved on Google servers.

destructiveness, as in the case of Julius Caesar accidentally

Google isn’t the only group scanning and collecting the

burning the greatest collection of ancient knowledge collect-

world’s printed heritage. One of the other major repositories

ed and stored at the Library of Alexandria.

is simply called Internet Archive (www.archive.org). Internet
Archive is a nonprofit that has a catalog of 23 million

GLOBAL COLLECTION

records of books, as well as the full texts of about 1.6 million

The goal of the Library of Alexandria (3rd Century B.C.)

public domain books, which can be read online or down-

was to collect and store a copy of every published work

loaded. A sister project, Open Library, lends commercial

(scroll) at the time. Google today has unabashedly

books that are still in copyright.

announced the same goal—a copy of every book in one
library for the planet, a library without walls. But just

ANOTHER PATH, OR AN EXIT?

exactly how many books would that be?

An emerging concern wonders whether the efforts by

Last summer in a Google Blog, Leonid Taycher, a software engineer who works on the Google Books project,

will consist solely of servers in racks rather than books on

offered a way to figure out how many books should be in

shelves. As e-readers become more ubiquitous and publish-

today’s Alexandria Library. Google’s definition of a book is

ers’ sales shift over from hardbound to hard drives, will tra-

pretty close to what today gets assigned ISBNs (Internation-

ditional paper books just vanish over time? Will we have

al Standard Book Numbers), but those numbers only go

paperless libraries?

back as far as the 1960s, so they leave an awful lot out. Also,

Brewster Kahle, the founder of the Internet Archive, is

Google noticed that ISBNs are sometimes assigned to multi-

one of those worried about the future of physical books. But

ple books. “We’ve seen anywhere from two to 1,500 books

rather than just fretting, Kahle has embarked on a monster

assigned the same ISBN,” Taycher wrote.

conservation 2.0 project that promises to save one physical

Relying on metadata provided by associations, libraries,

copy of every book in the Archive’s catalog. The books are

companies, etc., Google engineers applied algorithms to

stored in rows of stacked, 40-foot-deep shipping containers

remove duplication and any cataloging of nonbooks. Non-

in Oakland, Calif. The containers are in controlled environ-

books include microforms (eight million), audio recordings

ments (50˚-60˚F and 30% humidity), and each can hold

(4.5 million), videos (two million), maps (two million),

about 40,000 books.

t-shirts with ISBNs (about 1,000), and other items. They
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Google and Internet Archive mean that, one day, libraries

If you have never visited and browsed his unique site,

were left with about 146 million “things that are printed and

visit www.archive.org and look for the story about preserv-

bound.” Factor in an unusual problem caused by serials, and

ing books. While there, spend some time browsing. If

Taycher explained the final fixed estimate: “After we exclude

Google is recreating the Library of Alexandria, then Internet

serials, we can finally count all the books in the world. There

Archive is becoming more like the Internet’s Antique Shop

are 129,864,880 of them. At least until Sunday.” The com-

for the planet—the site also has films, photos, postcards,

pany announced that it would scan all known 129,864,880

and so on. SF
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